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A METHOD OF CREATING A DIGITAL ID OR DIGITAL DATA STORAGE OF A PERSON OR AN ORGANIZATION
AND A METHOD OF USING THE DIGITAL ID OR DIGITAL DATA STORAGE FOR REMOTE IDENTIFICATION

Field of the invention

The invention relates to a field of digital identification technologies, namely to digital ID-s

and decentralized passports. The invention addresses the problem of reliable identification

of a person from a distance and reduces the time spent on remote authentication and

partially or totally eliminates the need t o carry out re-identification processes, saving time

and other resources required for the implementation of procedures of identification,

creating convenience and comfort for the owner of the digital ID remoting with

organizations, institutions and government.

Background of the invention

Many organizations are required to verify the identity of a user or customer before letting

him access data or benefit from a service, such as banks required to verify the identity of a

customer before opening him a bank account, or airplane companies required to verify the

identity of a client before letting him board into a plane. In order to perform such a

verification, the user or customer is required to provide documents, such as an identity card

or a passport, based on which the organizations may verify that the user or customer is

indeed authorized to access the data or service he requires. Such organizations may also be

required to prove their knowledge and verification of the identity of any customer or user t o

a regulator. For example, in the banking sector, before opening a new bank account, banks

are required to collect various pieces of information about any new client, t o verify that this

client is allowed to open an account and to inform the regulator of such information through

the Know Your Customer KYC process, in order to minimize the risk of fraud or money

laundering.

As a result, each time a customer performs an activity requiring him to prove his identity,

such as opening a new bank account into a new bank, the customer is required to provide

again the same documents, and a verification authority is required to verify these

documents, even if the same documents have already been provided and verified earlier by



another verification authority, for example by another bank when creating another bank

account for the same customer.

The need for repeated checks of the identity of a person in each case of establishing

contacts and the beginning of interaction between a person and an organization having a

need t o determine with whom the organization is dealing specifically is a serious drawback.

The remote identification procedure is a costly task; it includes the salaries of employees

performing the procedure, organizational expenses, costs for third party services, taxes, and

also requires the expenditure of a certain number of man-hours.

With the increase in the number of remotely delivered services, the costs of conducting

remote identification procedures are proportionally increasing.

Known is EP3477891, disclosing a method for recording a digital identity of a first user

comprising, performed by a computing device of a first verification entity identified by a first

verification entity identifier: receiving from the first user at least one first user identity

document and extracting user personal identifiable information data elements from said

user identity document, after verification, encrypting using a public key of the first

verification entity and recording said encrypted user personal identifiable information data

elements (304) in a first distributed ledger whose access is authorized t o a first set of

computing devices only, generating a user identifier (KYC ID) t o be sent to said user and

recording a hash of said user identifier in a second distributed ledger and, for each verified

user personal identifiable information data element, an attestation including the first

verification entity identifier and a hash of said user personal identifiable information data

element, and recording each generated attestation in said second distributed ledger, for

each generated attestation, recording in said second distributed ledger a relationship

between the generated user identifier and said generated attestation, wherein said first and

second distributed ledgers are configured such that access t o the first distributed ledger is

more restricted than access t o the second distributed ledger.

The disadvantage of this system is that the user personal identification data is stored in said

first distributed ledger outside the user's personal devices and thus, potentially accessible t o

non-authorized persons.



Remote identity identification - eKYC, has been conducted in a centralized mode - this

means that at a certain point in time, the verification party performs identification and

compares information about the physical characteristics of the person in question with

information on a physical medium or on a digital copy of the medium provided for

identification.

In view of the absence of a mechanism for ensuring trust between the parties involved in the

KYC procedure, such procedures are performed repeatedly, each time a new relationship is

established between the parties.

Even if the credentials are used repeatedly (if the parties have a special case of

implementing the mechanism of trust), the technologies used previously have the following

limitations: many types of identification documents in different countries, different

languages, differences in the requirements of state bodies of different countries, lack of a

mechanism of trust between any parties involved in the KYC procedure.

Disclosure of Invention

The goal of the invention is achieved by solving the problem of lack of trust between the

parties, t o remove the issue of storage of personal data (data is stored by their owner until

the decision of the need t o disclose them t o anyone), t o ensure the possibility of re-use of a

decentralized passport for a certain period of time without the need t o re-pass KYC

procedures.

One aspect of the invention is a method for creating a digital ID of a person as claimed in

claims 1 t o 5 . According t o first aspect of the invented method, the method of creating a

digital ID of a person, the method comprising the steps:

receiving by a first computing device at least one identity document, preferably

accompanied with any type of additional personal data (for example - Proof of address

(POF) documents or Proof of funds (POF) documents or any another data associated with

Individual or Organization or any type of Foundation/Corporation/Company/Government or

non-Government structure etc.)from said person;



storing said at least one identity document o r any type of data in a Personal Data Container

PDC, in said first computing device;

securing said Personal Data Container PDC with access restricting means, e.g., applying

password protection, or encrypting the container with person's personal key and creating as

a result of this process Encrypted Personal Data Container (EPDC; shown as PDC/EDF on Figs

1 t o 3) in said first computing device;

preferably, sending said Encrypted Personal Data Container EPDC over a computer network

t o a second computing device. In preferred embodiment only the password protected

container, o r the encrypted file, is sent, i.e., it cannot be opened and/or modified in said

second computing device;

calculating by said first o r said second computing device a First Hash Code FHC for said

Encrypted Personal Data Container EPDC;

preferably, returning said Encrypted Personal Data Container EPDC from said second

computing device to said first computing device if any data was previously transmitted from

the said first computing device t o said second computing device, most preferably at this

stage if the said second computing device can offer t o the said first computing device t o add

t o EPDC additional data provided by the said second computing device and request t o send

back an expanded EPDC including additional data provided by said second computing device

(salt);

storing First Hash Code FHC in a decentralized or distributed database, e.g., in a blockchain.

In preferred embodiment, said hash code is stored in said decentralized database together

with a user ID, and in most preferred embodiment, also user ID is hashed into Hashed ID -

HID, so a hashed ID is stored in said decentralized database in connection with said first hash

code and;

deletion of all data associated with the first computing device, including the Encrypted

Personal Data Container EPDC and First Hash Code FHC from said second computing device.



Such hash code of the PDC file, or a digital "fingerprint", clearly and uniquely identifies the

file it was created from, and at the same time it is impossible t o restore the file from such

hash code.

The hash code data is stored in a decentralized database, such as in a blockchain system, in a

distributed ledger; the principles of blockchain quarantee that such records cannot be

altered.

Another aspect of the invention is a method for verifying and approving a digital ID as

claimed in claims 6 to 7 .

After the hash code is created and stored in a blockchain, said person may send it over the

computer network t o a third computer devices, configured t o carry out verification and

attestion processes. Such third computer device can be operated by an organization,

entitled or obliged t o carry out verification and attestion processes, e.g., know your

customers KYC, such as banks (the verifier). Such third computer device, after receiving the

PDC file, will retrieve the hash code from said decentralized database and compares it with a

hash code calculated for the PDC file t o confirm the authenticity of the PDC file. Then, after

the person provides the third computer device with a password, the third computer opens

the PDC, allowing the verifier t o carry out necessary processes, and write the result (verified,

not verified; attested, not attested) into said decentralized database in connection with said

hashcode. Thus, any person can track the history related t o said hashcode; by whom it was

verified, attested and when, whether it has any restrictions o r expiration dates.

Yet another aspect of the invention is a method for using a digital ID for login, authorization,

sign-up and sign-in processes as claimed in claim 8 .

Yet another aspect of the invention is a computer system as claimed in claim 9, configured

t o carry out the methods of claims 1 t o 8 .

Brief Description of the Drawings

The following description and the annexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative

aspects and are indicative of but a few of the various ways in which the principles of the

embodiments may be employed. Other advantages and novel features will become apparent



from the following detailed description when considered in conjunction with the drawings

and the disclosed embodiments are intended t o include all such aspects and their

equivalents.

Fig 1. shows a flowchart of the process of creating a digital ID, such as decentralized digital

passport.

Fig 2. shows a flowchart of the process of verifying and approving of the decentralized digital

passport.

Fig 3. shows a flowchart of a login, authorization, sign up and sign in process.

Modes for carrying out the invention

An exemplary method of creating a digital ID, e.g., a decentralized digital passport is shown

in Fig. 1, comprising the steps of:

receiving by a first computer a personal data 100 from a person (also known as the data

owner),

receiving a video flow 102, e.g., in real time, or recorded, from said person, comprising, e.g.,

the image of the person,

combining said personal data and video flow or with any another additional means of

protecting information or any other way t o confirm the authenticity of the person involved

in the process, for example, using biometric data, in a processing step 104,

optionally checking in step 106 the personal data, such as the SMS, the e-mail, phone

number and other contact data, and/or applying face and/or ID recognition ;

receiving from said person a user ID and password input 108 (optionally, checking the

availability and uniqueness of the ID from a decentralized database in step 110) and

encrypting and packing in step 112 said personal data 100 into an Encrypted Personal Data

Container (shown as PDC/EDF file) 114,

calculating in step 116 an hash code for said PDC/EDF file;



storing 118 said hash code (together with user ID, and/or additional information) in a

decentralized database, such as know your customer (KYC) blockchain network in a database

node 120; and

returning and/or storing in step 122 said PDC/EDF file 114 in said first computer;

Personal data is stored in a secure digital file, encrypted personal data container (EPDC) file,

after which the EPDC file is returned t o the owner of the data. Only the owner of the data

has the password necessary t o open the EPDC file. Preferably, the EPDC is only stored in a

personal computing device such as smart phone, or PC, and is not stored in a computer or

computer systems of any other persons or organizations without direct authorization from

said owner of the data;

Preferably, the method further comprises creating second or subsequent hash code

corresponding t o said user ID (hash ID), and storing the second or third or N (where N is an

integer) hash code together with said first hash code in said decentralized database, it does

not exclude the possibility of creating any number of additional PDC/EDF files containing

data provided by a third party added t o the encrypted or unencrypted original personal data

file.

Fig 2 shows the method for verifying and approving of a digital ID, such as decentralized

passport, comprising the steps of

receiving by the computer system of the know your customer KYC anti-money laundry AML

service 200 from the user's computing device, over a computer network, a verification

request and said EPD file 114, preferably together with additional personal data input 202,

video flow 204 and a password 206 for removing protection;

the verifying (checking) party calculating in step 208 the hash code of the EPD file and

comparing it with the hash code stored in said decentralized database, i.e., KYC blockchain

network and database node 120;

the verifying (checking) party retrieving from said decentralized database 120 info and

history associated with said calculated hash code in step 209;



unpacking and/or decrypting said PDC/EDF file in step 210;

performing KYC data checking processes in step 212, preferably checking in step 214 any

additional data, such as SMS, Email, telephone and other contact data; said processes

resulting in decision that the user is either verified or not verified 216; and

the verifying (checking) party writing in step 218 said result of the KYC processes (verified,

not verified) into said KYC blockchain network and database node 120, preferably together

with additional service information, for example: date, by whom the verification is

performed, user ID, hash code, validity period of verification, additional conditions,

organizations, services, and / or countries to which verification is applied and any other

additional data.

Fig 3 shows a method for identifying a user in a login, authorization, sign up and/or sign in

process with a digital ID, such as decentralized passport, the method comprising:

receiving by the service or company where the user wants to sign up/sign in (third party)

300, from the user the Enrypted Personal Data Container (PDC/EDF ) 114 and preferably, a

password input 206

the third party calculating in step 208 the hash code of the PDC/EDF file and comparing it

with the hash code stored in said decentralized database, i.e., KYC blockchain network and

database node 120;

calculating a hash code in step 208, checking the hash code from a know your customer

blockchain network and database node 120;

the third party 300 requesting and retrieving from said decentralized database 120 info and

history associated with said calculated hash code in step 209, ;

unpacking and decrypting in step 210 said PDC/EDF file, recovering user id and other data;

and

granting access to the user to the services in step 302.



The third party makes a request to the decentralized database (blockchain or another type

of database) and gets the history of the creation and existence of a decentralized passport

(when it is created, by whom and when it is checked, by whom and when it is repeatedly

checked, by whom and when it is canceled, etc.)lf the third party is satisfied with the result

of data verification and the password from the container has not been received before, the

third party asks the owner of the personal data password t o access the the EPDC file;

The third party unpacks and decrypts the provided file, the information available inside is

used t o obtain personal data about the client;

A third party identifies the user;

The third party interacts with the owner of personal data (authorizes the use and begins the

provision of services at the request of the identified owner of personal data.

The invention may be implemented as a mechanism with a consistent passage of procedures

for the creation, verification and re-remote and direct use of a decentralized passport for

the purpose of identifying the owner of personal data.

Multiple use of a decentralized passport may be using a multi-level system of trust and is

conditioned by any additional parameters: the level of trust between the verifying parties

(the country of verification, who conducted the audit: notary, bank, remote identification

with video stream, no video stream, post office, etc.) the validity period of verification, any

additional entries in the decentralized database (lockbox) about the change in the status of

the owner of personal data, the necessity o r absence of the need for additional biometric

means second identification.

The use and functionality of the decentralized passport is not limited t o the examples shown

in Figs. 1 t o 3 . The decentralized passport can be extended, cancelled, updated, re-verified,

get a note about the loss, get a note about the refusal of acceptance by any of the

organizations with o r without specifying the reasons (which can be an indicator of

confidence for other organizations - participants of the decentralized passport system), be

used for any other legitimate purposes at the initiative of the holders of decentralized

passports and data acceptors.



In addition, a decentralized passport may have a time limit, as well as "automatically"

extended on the initiative of the owner of personal data in the course of the agreed parties

or approved procedures.

A decentralized passport can be used (but not limited to these applications) to work with:

financial and technological services, remote access t o any services and services provided

through communication channels and using public and private networks, including the

Internet, the provision of public services, crossing of borders, use of transport services,

notariate, remote signing of contracts and any other documents, filing of applications,

demands, letters, suits, document circulation, creation of defenses for remote voting in

elections, for participation in any other open voting, as a signature for petitions, appeals,

requests requiring a clear indication of the person, when collecting signatures for any needs,

for example, for nominating candidates for elected government bodies and for public

organization.

In addition, within the container containing the data (EPD / PDC), any additional data and

copies of documents that, when checked and approved by a third party, thus receive an

additional level of trust on top of all digital means of data authentication, for example:

copies of original documents about birth, education or advanced training, driving permits for

any transport, aircraft, wheeled or water transport, any documents issued by the state,

employer, organization or individual.

Thus, a decentralized passport can be used t o create digital copies of any type of documents

or data that are stored on the one hand by the data owner, on the other hand the history of

their use and life cycle is available t o a third party, which allows for an additional degree of

freedom to work with digital information and with the history of using this digital

information without disclosing the content of this digital information to a party not expressly

indicated by the owner of this data.

One of the advantages of using a decentralized passport is the ability of the data owner t o

control all the participants to whom he is allowed to use the data contained in the

decentralized passport or the EPD / PDC file, for example by prohibiting some participants

from further using the provided data as the owner of which he is. In addition, a decentralized

passport allows a third party (for example, a bank, service company, or the state or any



other party involved in the process of interacting with a decentralized passport) t o mark

flags with appropriate USER / PDC / EDF / UID entries in case of important events, for

example in case of compromise of personal data by a third party, o r the implementation of

suspicious transactions in the account of the owner of the decentralized passport, or in the

case of marriage, childbirth, arrest, bankruptcy, insured event, tax evasion, drives t o the

police, existing and emerging legal restrictions o r any other event, for example, in the event

of the death of the owner of the decentralized passport, which can be reported by the third

computing system connected t o the decentralized passport network).



Claims

1. A method of creating a digital ID or digital data storage of a person or an

organisation, the method comprising the steps:

receiving by a first computing device at least one identity document from said person

or said organisation;

storing said at least one identity document in an encrypted personal data container

EPDC;

calculating a first hash code for said EPDC file;

returning said EPDC file t o said first computing device; and

storing said hash code in association with a user ID in a decentralized database, such

as blockchain network and database node.

2. A method as in claim 1, comprising hashing said user ID into hashed ID HID and

storing said user ID in said decentralized database as HID.

3. A method as in claims 1 to 2, receiving additionally a video flow of a person.

4 . A method as in claim 2, comprising checking the personal data, e.g., a phone number,

an e-mail address; using face recognition o r ID recognition.

5 . A method as in claims 2 and 3, comprising associating said personal data with user ID

and a password.

6. A method as in claims 2 to 4, comprising checking the user ID availability from the

know your customer blockchaing network and database node.

7 . A method for verifying and approving of a digital ID, the method comprising receiving

from a user by a know your customer and anti money laundry service with a file with

Encrypted Personal Data EPD, receiving personal data input, video flow and a

password from said user; unpacking and decrypting said EPD file, recovering user

IDand other data, calculating a hash code, and checking the hash code from a know

your customer blockchain network and database node.



8 . A method as in claim 6, comprising writing into a blockchain network and database

node the result of the know your customer process in the know your customer

blockchain network and database node.

9 . A method for identifying a user in a login, authorization, sign up and sign in process

with a digital ID, the method comprising providing a file with Enrypted Personal Data

(EPD), providing a password, unpacking and decrypting said EPD file calculating a

hash code, checking the hash code from a know your customer blockchain network

and database node, and granting an access t o said service.

10. A computer program, configured to perform any of the methods as claimed in claims

1 to 9 .
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